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The sound transmission loss (TL) characteristics of panel constructions with thin face sheets 
and a thicker, lighter core are investigated. Analytical models of TL are developed for 
constructions with isotropic and orthotropic core matehals. The occurrence of acoustic 
coincidence is described for symmetric and antisymmetric modes of propagation in the panel. 
Symmetric propagation involves thickness deformation of the core, while antisymmetric 
propagation involves a bending deformation of the panel without thickness deformation. For 
symmetric modes, coincidence occurs near the conventional double wall resonance frequency 
characterized by the stiffness of the core and the mass of the face sheets, and also at higher 
frequencies associated with bending wave propagation in the face sheets. Antisymmetric modes 
account for shear deformation in the core, which results in a softening of the bending rigidity 
of the panel at higher frequencies. For orthotropic core materials, the acoustic behavior is 
dependent on the direction of propagation over the surface of the panel. Measured TL results 
for representative panels show good agreement with predictions. Finally, a procedure for 
obtaining improved TL performance is described, which involves shifting the double wall 
resonance to below the frequency band of interest, and limiting the shear stiffness of the core to 
shift the onset of bending wave coincidence to higher frequencies. Greater than mass law TL, 
similar to that of conventional double wall constructions, can be achieved over a significant 
frequency band in the audio range. The mechanical integrity of the panel is provided by the 
shear stiffness of the core. 

PACS numbers: 43.55.Rg 
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INTRODUCTION 

The sound-insulating characteristics of walls, floors, 
and ceilings in buildings and of the walls of machinery enclo- 
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sures are an important aspect of their design. At present, 
studded wall constructions are available that may provide 
sufficient attenuation of sound across the wall. Such con- 

structions require on-site fabrication. Premade partitions 
with adequate TL are available but must be manufactured to 
exact dimensions. Sandwich panel constructions, fabricated 
under controlled factory conditions, that can be cut to size 
on-site, offer advantages over conventional approaches if the 
TL characteristics are adequate for the application. 

Over the years, a great deal of research has been carried 
out in identifying the TL characteristics of different panel 
constructions. Unique approaches to achieving high TL 
within mass limitations include a design developed by Wat- 
ters and Kurtze, 1 the "shear wall," and the "coincidence 
wall" developed by Warnaka 2 and Holmer. 3 These designs 
are based on an understanding of coincidence effects in the 
interaction of the incident sound field with the vibration re- 

sponse of the panel. Coincidence involves a matching of 
wave speeds between the incident sound field as it propa- 
gates across the surface of the panel and the wave speed of 
vibratory motion within the panel. It results in a reduction in 
acoustic TL performance of the panel. The design procedure 
for the shear wall is to avoid coincidence in the frequency 
band of interest. The coincidence wall seeks to lessen the 

adverse effects of coincidence through damping control of 
panel response. 

Bending deformation in a sandwich panel construction 
was characterized by Ross et al. 4 Their descriptions of bend- 
ing rigidity were utilized by Holmer in the development of 
the coincidence wall design. Manning 5 studied procedures 
for optimizing the performance of the coincidence wall and 
developed expressions for the effective damping in panels 
with 3, 4, and 5 layers. 

The first effort at describing the effects of the thickness 
deformation on panel TL is attributable to Ford et al. 6 Panel 
dynamics were characterized using a variational approach 
with assumed displacement fields for the face sheets and core 
of a three layer panel configuration. The face sheets and core 
consisted of homogeneous, isotropic materials. 

Subsequent investigators, Smolenski and Krokosky, 7 
and Dym and Lang, 8 have applied essentially the same ap- 
proach in studying the effects of core compliance on panel 
TL. An additional panel motion, referred to in the present 
discussion as the symmetric mode, occurs in which the face 
sheet motions are out of phase. Thickness deformation of the 
core is important in determining the frequency location of 
the double wall resonance of the panel and the resulting re- 
duction in TL. Ford et al. 6 and Smolenski and Krokosky 7 
computed wave speeds for symmetric panel motions that are 
used to identify regions .where coincidence occurs. 

The approach of Ford et al. 6 was extended by Moore 9 
and in the present paper for symmetric panel configurations 
with orthotropic as well as isotropic core materials. Dym 
and Lang 1ø further extended the analysis approach for pan- 
els with differing face sheets in relaxing the symmetric panel 
configuration restriction. Parametric studies led them to the 
apparent conclusion that face sheet asymmetries degrade 
acoustic TL performance over that provided by symmetric 
configurations. 

Makris et al. 11 utilized the analysis for symmetric panel 
configurations to develop an optimization procedure where 
the figure of merit was a weighted average of transmission 
coefficient values in the frequency range from 1-4 kHz. 
Functional relationships were developed between the aver- 
age TL and core thickness and density values with con- 
straints on the total surface mass of the panel. 

The work reported herein extends the earlier analysis 
approach of Ford et al. 6 to apply for panel configurations 
with orthotropic cores, including materials such as resin im- 
pregnated paper honeycomb. In addition, for isotropic core 
materials, such as closed- or open-cell foams, an analysis is 
developed that describes, in complete generality, the propa- 
gation of shear and dilatational waves within the core, and 
their interaction with the face sheets in transmitting sound 
through the panel. 

A novel panel design approach has been developed and 
patented for sandwich panels with greater than mass law TL. 

Section I describes the development of panel vibration 
models for constructions with both isotropic and orthotro- 
pic core materials. Both the symmetric, i.e., thickness defor- 
mation, and antisymmetric, i.e., bending deformation, 
modes of panel vibration are considered. Transmission loss 
performance is evaluated and explained for test panels with 
both isotropic and orthotropic cores. 

In Sec. II, an alternative design approach to the shear 
and coincidence wall designs is presented. The design is re- 
ferred to as the "mode canceling panel for high TL. "12 It 
offers greater than mass law TL performance similar to care- 
fully designed conventional dry wall constructions in a sand- 
wich construction that also provides mechanical load bear- 
ing capacity. Through judicious choice of bulk and shear 
stiffness moduli for the core, the double wall resonance is 
shifted to below the frequency band of interest and coinci- 
dence, due to panel bending, is delayed to high frequency. A 
test panel was fabricated and experimentally evaluated in 
demonstrating the design approach. 

I. TL MODELS 

Only symmetric panel configurations are considered; 
the face sheets are identical and the core material is homoge- 
neous. The dynamics of the panel are then readily described 
in terms of symmetric and antisymmetric panel impedances, 
as illustrated in Fig. 1. The actual pressure fields acting on 
the top and bottom face sheets of the panel are decomposed 
into symmetric and antisymmetric pressure terms as 
follows: 

P• = (P1 + P2 )/2, P, = (P1 -- P2 )/2. ( 1 ) 

Transverse and in-plane motions of the face sheets are also 
decomposed into symmetric and antisymmetric terms as 
follows: 

w. = (wl -- w•)/2, w. = (W 1 + W 2)/2, (2) 

Us = (Ul + //2)/2, u. = (ul -- u2)/2. 

For acoustic plane-wave incidence on a panel of infinite 
extent, the pressure fields and velocity response of the panel 
are functions of frequency, the angle of incidence with re- 
spect to the normal to the panel, and, for orthotropic core 
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FIG. 1. Symmetric and antisymmetric motions in a sandwich panel. 

configurations, the direction of propagation over the surface 
of the panel. The amplitude ratio of the pressure at the panel 
surface to the panel velocity defines panel impedances for 
both symmetric and antisymmetric motions: 

Zs 0 
(3) 

The negative sign accounts for a difference in sign conven- 
tion for force per unit area and acoustic pressure. For sym- 
metric panel configurations, symmetric and antisymmetric 
motions are uncoupled. 

The acoustic transmission coefficient is defined as the 

ratio of the transmitted to incident acoustic intensities. It is 

evaluated in terms of the symmetric and antisymmetric pan- 
el impedances, and the characteristic impedance of air: 

T(O,q•) -- ]Itrans/Iinc [ 2 

(poCo/COS O)(Z• - Z• ) 

(Zs + ,OoCo/COS O) (Za + ,OoCo/COS O) 

2 

(4) 

This expression provides insight in understanding the 
TL behavior of sandwich panel configurations. If, for partic- 
ular conditions of frequency and orientation of the incident 
plane wave Za -- 0, then Eq. (4) yields the following: 

r(O,q) = + poCo/COS o)1 
and ( 5 ) 

r(0,•b) • 1, 

where it is assumed for lightly fluid-loaded panels in air that 
Zs > Po Co/COS 0. The same behavior occurs if Zs = O. 

This condition, characterized by a peak in the transmis- 
sion through the panel, is referred to as coincidence. For a 
panel excited by an acoustic wave, as in Eq. (4), a zero value 
for either Za or Zs occurs when the wave speed of the trace 
acoustic wave propagating across the surface of the panel 
matches the wave speed for motion within the panel. This 
matching condition depends not only on frequency but the 
trace wave number of the acoustic excitation on the panel 
surface. 

Panel damping adds a real part to the panel impedances 
so that they will never identically equal zero. The transmis- 
sion at coincidence is reduced by panel damping. 

Coincidence has traditionally been used to describe the 
matching of the trace acoustic wave speed with the bending 
wave speed in single-layer panel. The usage of the term is 
extended in the present paper to refer to a matching between 
the acoustic field and either symmetric or antisymmetric 
panel motions that occur in a three-layer panel configura- 
tion. A reduction in panel TL can occur due to coincidence 
effects associated with either of the motion types. The design 
of a panel with increased TL must deal with coincidence 
associated with both types of panel deformation. 

As indicated, the analytical description is idealized for 
panels of effectively infinite extent and plane-wave acoustic 
incidence and transmission. Transmission loss characteris- 

tics of finite panels mounted as partitions in walls will dis- 
play effects due to panel resonances, which typically are 
more prominent at lower frequencies where there is a lesser 
modal overlap,in the response of the panel resonances. 

Coincidence for an individual finite panel resonance 
would occur when both frequency and surface wavelength of 
the incident acoustic field match the resonance frequency 
and corresponding wavelength of panel vibration. The me- 
chanical impedance of the panel resonance nears zero when 
both the temporal and spacial characteristics of the excita- 
tion match those of the panel vibration. 

Sound fields in reverberant rooms are generally diffuse 
in character, with sound propagating nearly uniformly at all 
angles of incidence with respect to a wall panel. The trans- 
mission coefficient is averaged over incidence orientation as 
follows: 

• = r(O,•b) sin 0 cos 0 dO d• 

(•02•T •0011m )--I • sin 0 cos 0 dO d 6 . 

The transmission loss is defined by 

TL = -- 10 log•o (?)dB. (6) 

For typical reverberant rooms, a value of 01i m equal to 78 ø is 
used in performing numerical integrations according to Eqs. 
(6). •3 

A. Model of panel dynamics: Isotropic core 

The panel dynamics are described in terms of bending 
and in-plane extensional deformation in the face sheets and 
shear and dilatational wave propagation in the homoge- 
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neous isotropic core material. Both transverse and in-plane 
displacements are matched at the interfaces between the core 
and face sheets. The shear and normal stresses in the core 

material at the interfaces act as excitations in the governing 
equations for panel bending and extensional deformation. 

For incident acoustic plane-wave excitation, the govern- 
ing equations for face sheet deformation depend only on po- 
sition in the direction of propagation across the panel sur- 
face. For convenience, the in-plane x axis is oriented in the 
direction of propagation. For panel bending, 

3•w •2w 
D + m = • normal stresses 

E•X 4 •t 2 

and for in-plane deformation (7) 

•2u •2u 
Ers • t•- m • = • shear stresses. 

•x 2 •t 2 

The normal stresses include those due to the core material 

and the external acoustic pressure at the panel surface. The 
shear stresses occur only at the face sheet/core interface. A 
moment about the neutral axis of the thin face sheets due to 

the core shear stresses that act at the surface is neglected. 
The signs of the stress and pressure terms on the right-hand 
side of Eqs. (7) depend on the sign convention and whether 
they act on the top or bottom surface of the face sheet. 

For plane-wave incidence the plate displacements are 
functions of frequency and the acoustic trace wave number 
as follows' 

w(x,t) = we i(kX-wt), u(x,t) -- Ue i(kX--wt). (8) 
Deformation in the core material is described in terms of 

shear and dilatational wave propagation in a homogeneous 
isotropic elastic medium. For the geometry of the panel TL 
problem, only a single term is required for the shear wave 
potential function. The dilatational wave equation is 

•x 2 •t 2 

and, for the shear wave equation, (9) 

• --p•. 
•x 2 •t 2 

The stress and displacement fields within the core are ex- 
pressed in terms of the wave potentials by 

•x •z ' 

v = 0, % = AV2•, 

r• -- 2• •x & + • ' •x 2 &2 / ' 
(10) 

Consistent with acoustic plane-wave excitation, the 
shear and dilatational wave potentials have the following 
forms: 

' kX + kzaZ ot) ß e =A•e 't - - (11) 
' kx + kz•Z- ot) • =Bee '• - , 

where the + and -- signs are for waves propagating up- 
ward and downward through the core material, respectively. 
The in-plane wave number matches the trace acoustic wave 
number and the transverse wave numbers are found from the 

dispersion relationships for shear and dilatational waves as 
follows: 

k2+k 2 k 2 za = a, ca =co/ka = x/(A +. 21a)/p, (12) 

k 2 -3- k 2 = k 2 xf-•p •s s, Cs = co/ks = . 

The core layer is described by a 4 X 4 impedance matrix 
that relates normal and shear stress amplitudes to transverse 
and in-plane velocity amplitudes at the top and bottom sur- 
faces. The impedances are obtained by superimposing up- 
ward and downward propagating shear and dilatational 
waves, as given by Eq. ( 11 ). The unknown amplitudes of the 
wave potentials are eliminated through use of the displace- 
ment and stress relations in Eq. (9) to obtain the impedance 
expressions 

f O'z't ] Zll Z12 Z13 Z14 
O'z,b } __ Z12 Zll -- Z14 -- Z13 -- /•)b 
Txz't / - Zl3 z14 z33 z34 •t ' 7'xz, b'd -- Z14 Z13 Z34 Z33 -- fib 

(13) 
ß 

where 

Zi1 = (/tOO/A)[k2kzs cos(kzsL)sin(kzaL) 

+ kz2skza sin(kzsL)cos(kzaL) ], 
Z•2 = ( ipco/A ) [ k •2sk•a sin(k•sL ) + k 2k•s sin(k•aL) ], 
Z33 -- (ipco/A ) [k 2 k•s cos(k•sL)sin(k•aL) zd 

'-[- k 2k•a sin(k•sL)Cos(k•aL) ], 
Z34 -- (ipco/A) [ k•ak 2 sin(k•sL) + k 2 •a k•s sin ( k•a L ) ], 

(14) 

Z13 = (k/coA){k•sk•a(41uk 2 _/9022) 

X [ 1 -- cos ( kza L ) cos ( kzs L ) ] 

+ sin(kzaL)sin(kzsL) 

X [2•(k 4 • k 2 k 2 2 z,• zs ) - po •k ]}, 
Z•4 = (pcokkzak•s/A ) [ cos(kzaL) - cos(kzsL) ], 

and 

A = 2k 2kzakzs [ 1 -- cos(k•aL)cos(kzsL) ] 

-{- (k 4 -{- k 2 k 2 )sin(kzaL)sin(kzsL) zd zs ß 

The impedance expressions for the core stresses, Eqs. 
(13), are combined with the equations for both face sheets, 
Eqs. (7), to give a system of four equations in terms of four 
unknown velocity amplitudes describing in-plane and trans- 
verse motions of the face sheets. The excitations are the 

acoustic pressures on the exterior sides of the face sheets. 
The equation for transverse displacements of the top face 
sheet becomes 
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D k 4 ikt ) - io ipo + Z• +-•-Z• 

( ikt ZI4) li)2 q-Z13itl --Z14it2 = --PI' -- Zi2 -- • 
For in-plane displacements of the top face sheet, 

11 t •- ipo + Z33 •l -- Z34 •2 
--io 

• (•Z33--Zi3)• l •(i•Z34--Zi4)• 2 •0. 
For transverse displacements of the bottom face sheet, 

( iktZl•)•l - Z•2 2 

+ (O k • ikt ) •- ipw + Z• • + Z• 

+ Z•4 • - Z• •2 = P2 (15) 

and, for in-plane displacements of the bottom face sheet, 

--••, + ( •s • • • t -- ipw + Z33 •2 
iw 

The terms containing (ikt/2) tb account for an in-plane dis- 
placement at the core/face sheet interface that results from 
the rotation of the face sheet cross section during bending. 

For panel configurations with identical face sheets, ap- 
propriately adding and subtracting Eq. (15) result in uncou- 
pled equations for symmetric and antisymmetric behavior of 
the panel. The panel impedances Zs and Za are given by 

= Zl3 -- Zl4 [i) s • (Z33 -- Z34 ) 

X(EfS k 2 )--1 l l t •- /,OCO + Z33 -- Z34 = Rs, 
--ico 

Zs = D( k 4/_ ico) -- ipco + Zii + Zi2 

q- (ikt/2)(Z13 -- Z14 ) q- Rs(Z13 -- Z14), (16) 

and 

--- Z13 q- Z14 /i) a • (Z33 q- Z34 ) 

X(ErS k2 )--1 • t •- ipco + Z33 -[- Z34 -- R a 

Za = D(k V -- i•o) -- ip•o + Zl• -- Z• 

+ (ikt/2) (Z•3 + Z•4 ) + Ra (Zl3 + Z14 ). 

The effects of damping are accounted for by allowing 
the stiffness moduli for the face sheets and core material to 

become complex. For instance, face sheet damping is char- 
acterized by a complex bending rigidity D*, where 
D * = D( 1 -- i•). Here, • is the damping loss factor for ex- 
tensional deformation in the face sheet material. Different 
damping values can be used for shear and dilatational defor- 
mation in the core material. 

In the absence of panel damping, zeros occur in the pan- 
el impedances where the trace acoustic wave speed matches 

the wave speed for freely propagating waves in the panel. 
This condition is referred to as acoustic coincidence and is of 

particular importance in describing the TL behavior of a 
panel. 

The trace acoustic wave speed, which is defined by the 
trace wave number on the panel surface and frequency, is 
dependent on the angle of incidence of the acoustic plane 
wave as follows: 

C t = Co/sin O, k = ko sin O, C t = co/k. (17) 

Figure 2 shows calculated wave speeds for both sym- 
metric and antisymmetric motions of a sandwich panel with 
l-in. plywood face sheets and a 3-in.-thick closed cell styro- 
foam core. The wave speeds were evaluated from zeros in the 
panel impedances without damping in either the face sheets 
or core. Small values of panel damping would shift slightly 
the location of a minima in the magnitude of impedance. 

At low frequencies, symmetric motions of the panel are 
controlled by the stiffness of the core, they do not propagate 
freely with zero impedance. At higher frequency, near 1.5 
kHz, the nearly vertical line indicates a freely propagating 
symmetric wave in the panel with large and very rapidly 
varying wave speed. This behavior is associated with a dou- 
ble wall resonance of the panel that is characterized by the 
mass of the face sheets in resonance against the stiffness of 
the core. The styrofoam core is lightweight with negligible 
mass in comparison with the face sheets. 

The double wall resonance frequency is approximated 
by 

(2(A + 21t).)(m + ½)- •]l/2. (18) L 

Face sheet motions are uniform at the double wall reso- 
nance, corresponding to zero trace wave number and infinite 
wave speed. An incident acoustic wave at normal incidence 
would ½oincidently excite symmetric panel motion for fre- 
quencies near the double wall resonance. Panel damping in- 
duced by thickness deformation in the core would limit the 
acoustic transmission. 

At higher frequencies, panel wave speeds for both sym- 
metric and antisymmetric motions approach a bending wave 
speed limit based on the bending rigidity of a face sheet as 
follows: 

c = (D/m)l/4x/-c•. (19) 
In addition to the face sheet bending region at higher 

frequencies, antisymmetric motions include a mid-frequen- 
cy, core shear stiffness controlled region and a low-frequen- 
cy bending region dependent on the bending rigidity for the 
entire panel cross section. In the midfrequency region, an 
approximate form for the panel wave speed is given by 

c_• [(2_•)( m + ½)- 111/2 (20) 
and is constant with frequency. For the low-frequency re- 
gion, the limiting form in Eq. (19) applies but with D for' an 
individual face sheet replaced by the appropriate expression 
for the panel as a whole as follows: 

D,=ErS 1• t(L + t)2/4. (21) 
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FIG. 2. Wave speeds for symmetric and 
antisymmetric motions in a sandwich pan- 
el with •-in. plywood face sheets and a 3-in. 
styrofoam core: X--measured values 
from beam experiment assuming bending 
deformation; O•measured values assum- 
ing core shear deformation dominates. 

The trace acoustic wave speed is represented in Fig. 2 
parametrically as a function of the angle of incidence by a 
vertical line extending upward from the acoustic sound 
speed Co. According to Eq. (17), the trace wave speed is 
always greater than Co; it equals Co at grazing incidence, 
0 = 90 ø, and becomes infinite at normal incidence 0 = 0 ø. 

Coincidence occurs, therefore, when either the symmet- 
ric or antisymmetric panel wave speeds exceeds Co at an an- 
gle of incidence determined by the intersection of a vertical 
line and the wave speed plot for the panel motion. Frequen- 
cies where coincidence occurs will exhibit reduced TL as a 

result of the coincidence matching between the acoustic ex- 
citation and the panel response characteristics. 

For the plywood/styrofoam panel of Fig. 2, reduced TL 
occurs near 1.3 kHz due to coincidence matching with sym- 
metric panel motion near the double wall resonance and at 
higher frequencies, beginning near 3 kHz, for both symmet- 
ric and antisymmetric motions characterized by face sheet 
bending. 

B. TL results: Isotropic core 

Here, 4- by 8-ft test panels were fabricated for TL mea- 
surements in the TL facility at Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. The facility consists of two adjacent 100-m 3 
reverberation rooms where the common wall between the 

rooms consisted of a double walled 10-in.-thick brick con- 

struction that is isolated from the floor and ceiling by cork. 
The common floor and ceiling between the rooms was of 8- 
in.-thick concrete. Flanking path transmission was estimat- 
ed by replacing the test panel with a "high" TL configura- 
tion consisting of 51-in.-thick gypsum panels with 1-in. 
fiberglass filled spaces as separations. The measured flank- 
ing path transmission, which indicates an upper bound on 
flanking transmission, i.e., a lower bound on flanking TL, is 
shown in Fig. 3. 

Measured and predicted TL results for the i-in. 
plywood/3-in. styrofoam core configuration are shown in 
Fig. 3. Parameter values used in the predictions for the styro- 
foam material were determined experimentally, based on 
resonance frequency measurements with a thin layer of sty- 
rofoam sandwiched between rigid metal discs. Measure- 

6O 

4O 

3O 

2O 

Flanking TL 

/ 

Mass Law TL 

Measured 

Predicted 

lo 

125 2,50 500 '1000 20 O0 4 000 8 .'., O0 

One-Third Octave Center Frequency Hz 

FIG. 3. TL results for the i-in. plywood/3-in. styrofoam panel: O•mea- 
sured lower bound on flanking TL. 
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ments were made for modes of vibration involving both 
compressional and shear deformation of the styrofoam. Pa- 
rameter values for the styrofoam are given in Table I. 

Measurements were also performed on an 8-ft-long, 4- 
in.-wide beam section of the panel in order to provide addi- 
tional confirmation of the material property values for the 
styrofoam. Resonance frequencies and mode shapes were 
measured with the beam freely supported. Wave-speed esti- 
mates, based on the frequency and wavelength for the beam 
modes, were compared with the predicted phase speeds, 
based on the values in Table I, with good agreement, as 
shown in Fig. 2. 

Also shown in Fig. 3 is the predicted field incidence 
mass law TL line for a panel with the same total surface mass 
as the test panel. Limp wall mass law TL is used to scale the 
TL of a panel, and represents the performance of a panel 
with no rigidity or wavebearing capacity, i.e., a limp wall. 

At low frequencies, below where coincidence occurs for 
the test panel, the measured and predicted TL results follow 
the mass law TL line. At very low frequencies, finite panel 
size effects result in deviations from mass law behavior. The 

measured coincidence dip in TL due to the double wall reso- 

TABLE I. Panel and core parameter values. 

Face sheet (plywood) 

E • = 7 X 109 N/m:' 
m--varies with thickness and amount of glue used to bond to core 

Panel configuration m 

1 1 «-in. foam core 4.0 
•-in. plywood 

2 3-in. foam core 3.73 
•-in. plywood 

3 3-in. honeycomb No. 1 4.17 
•-in. plywood 

4 3 •6-in. honeycomb No. 2 5.7 
•-in. plywood 

Core material 

Closed cell styrofoam 

p = 16 kg/m 3 
A + 2/• = 1.25 X 10 7 N/m:' 

/• = 3.1X 10 6 N/m:' 

Honeycomb No. 1 No. 2 

Designation 18-] 11-1 
p 28 kg/m 3 21 kg/m 3 

E• 4 X 10 6 N/m:' 4 X 105 N/m: 
E22 •E• 9.5 X 10 7 N/m 2 
E33 3.7 X 108 N/m 2 • E• 

El2 = El3 = E23 4 X 105 N/m: 4 X 104 N/m: 
E44 5 X 107 N/m:' 7.6 X 106 N/m:' 
E55 2.3 • 10 7 N/m 2 1.7 X 10 5 N/m 2 
E66 2 X 10 5 N/m:' 4.2 X 10 6 N/m:' 
r/ 0.03, 0.05 0.03 

nance for symmetric panel motions near 1.3 kHz is broader 
than predicted. This may also be attributable to finite panel 
size effects. 

Anomalous behavior occurs at higher frequencies 
where the predicted coincidence dip near 3 kHz is not seen in 
the measured results. Coincidence near 3 kHz is associated 

with bending wave propagation in the individual face sheets 
with only an apparently small effect due to' the shear and 
inertial properties of the core. 

Concerns with orthotropic behavior in the plywood face 
sheets have been suggested by Ordubadi and Lyon TM as a 
possible explanation for the discrepancy. Plywood is a com- 
posite laminate that exhibits different bending rigidities as a 
function of orientation or direction of propagation within 
the panel. This would tend to smear out in frequency effects 
in TL due to face sheet coincidence. 

In addition, if the top and bottom face sheets are not 
similarly aligned, then an incident acoustic wave that is 
strongly transmitted through one face sheet at coincidence 
for a particular direction of propagation across the panel 
surface, would not coincidently transmit through the other 
face sheet. Higher panel damping levels above the estimated 
level of n = 0.03 would also increase the TL above coinci- 

dence, though it is not understood how damping levels could 
be 10 dB larger in order to increase the calculated TL to 
match the measured results. 

A second test panel was fabricated with a l«-in.-thick 
styrofoam core. Predicted wave speeds for the panel are 
shown in Fig. 4 and measured and predicted TL results in 
Fig. 5. Reducing the thickness of the core, without changing 
its material properties, has two primary effects, as seen in the 
wave-speed plot; first, the stiffness of the core is increased, 
thereby shifting the double wall resonance to higher frequen- 
cy, and second, the shear stiffness of the core is reduced, 
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FIG. 4. Wave speeds for a :•-in. plywood/1 «-in. styrofoam panel. 
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FIG. 5. TL results for the •-in. plywood/1 •-in. styrofoam panel. 

lowering the wave speed in the midfrequency region for anti- 
symmetric panel motions. The shift in double wall resonance 
frequency has a direct effect on the TL in that the associated 
coincidence dip is moved to higher frequency. 

A reduction in the shear stiffness for the thinner core 

does not have a noticeable effect on the TL. Coincidence 

effects associated with antisymmetric panel motions are de- 
pendent on bending deformation in an individual face sheet 
and occur in the high-frequency region. If the core was ap- 
preciably increased in thickness, resulting in an increase in 
shear stiffness so that the midfrequency wave speed exceed- 
ed the sound speed, then coincidence would be shifted to 
lower frequencies with a pronounced effect on TL. 

The discrepancy at and above face sheet coincidence 
occurs for the l«-in. panel, though not to the same degree. 
Coincidence for symmetric and antisymmetric motions oc- 
cur closer to each other for the thinner panel configuration. 

C. Model of panel dynamics: Orthotropic core 

Honeycomb materials are commonly used in the fabri- 
cation of sandwich panel constructions. Such materials have 
different stiffness moduli in planes perpendicular and paral- 
lel to the direction of the cells, and can be characterized as 
orthotropic with nine independent stiffness constants. The 
development in this section assumes that one of the principal 
axes for the orthotropic core is aligned perpendicular to the 
plane of the panel. 

Impedance expressions are developed for symmetric 
and antisymmetric panel motions as in Sec. I B. The ap- 
proach differs from that in Sec. I B in that an initial displace- 

ment field is assumed for the core and both face sheets. Elas- 

tic potential and kinetic energies are evaluated in terms of 
the displacements and Lagrange's equation is utilized to ob- 
tain the system equations for the unknown displacement am- 
plitudes. Virtual work contributions due to symmetric and 
antisymmetric pressure distributions on the outer surfaces of 
the face sheets are excitations that allow solution of the sys- 
tem equations in terms of the panel impedances Zs and Za. 

The initial displacement field is harmonic in time and in 
the direction of propagation of the incident acoustic wave 
over the surface of the panel. The displacements vary linear- 
ly through the thickness of the panel. The assumed displace- 
ment field is identical to that introduced by Ford et al. 6 For 
the symmetric displacement field: 

Ul --- J•s Cos(kx) -- -- ' • , (22) 
V 1 =0, 

W 1 = a s sin(kx), 

for the upper face sheet; 

U2 --- [J•s -3L- • COS(•z/L) ] cos(kx), 

w2 = ( 2as/L )z sin(kx), 

for the core; and 

u3=•sCOS(kx)- + Ox ' 
V 3 

w3 = - a• sin(kx), 

for the lower face sheet. 

For the antisymmetric displacement field: 

•• •• •wl Ul=•cos(kx)-- -- 0x ' 
Ol •0, 

w• = a• sin(kx), 

for the upper face sheet; 

u2 = (2•/L)z cos(kx), 

O 2 • 0, 

w2 = a• sin (kx), 

for the core; and 

u3=-•cos(kx)- + '0x ' 
•3 • 0, 

w3 = a• sin(kx), (23) 

for the lower face sheet. 

The amplitudes • and a describe in-plane and trans- 
verse displacements in the panel, respectively. The in-plane 
displacements te•s for the face sheets that are proportional 
to Ow/Ox account for the rotation of the cross section of the 

face sheet during bending deformation. The displacement 
amplitude • in the symmetric displacement field allows for 
waves that propagate in-plane within the core. 
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Elastic strains are determined from the displacements 
according to the following: 

8u 8v 8w 

•'x •X •'Y 8y 8z 

The elastic potential energy density W is given by 

+ E33 • + E44•y + E55•z + E66•y. (25) 
For the orthotropic core, stresses are related to the 

strains by the symmetric stiffness matrix as follows: 

•a• f E• E•2 E• 0 0• 0 e• 

% E22 E23 0 0 • 6y a• E33 0 0 e• 

.Yx• • • •xy (26) 
For the isotropic face sheets, the stiffnesses in Eqs. (26) are 
described in terms of the Lam6 constants for the material by 

E•i = E22 = E• = 2 + 2p, 

E12 = E• = E2• = A, (27) 

E. = E.= E66 = 

Potential energies for use in Lagrange's equations are 
evaluated for both face sheets and the core by integrating the 
potential energy density over a volume defined by the thick- 
ness of the panel component in the z direction, one wave- 
length of the incident acoustic wave in the x direction, and 
per unit distance in the y direction. The total potential ener- 
gies are in terms of the parameters a•, fl•, and • for symmet- 
ric panel motions and a, and fl, for antisymmetric motions. 

The displacement fields in the face sheets have been for- 
mulated so that the shear strain Y•z and shear stress a•z 
equal zero. The effects of transverse shear deformation in the 

face sheets are not included in the model. The potential ener- 
gy expression only accounts for in-plane stretching associat- 
ed with either bending or in-plane extensional deformation. 

Kinetic energies are similarly defined in terms of vol- 
ume integrals as follows: 

KE = 1 ; h2 b2 t• 2 •- p( + + )dVol. (28) 
The effects of rotary inertia are included in the kinetic energy 
expressions for the face sheets. 

Lagrange's equation is utilized to generate the system 
equations describing the dynamics of the sandwich panel as 
follows: 

(d)(SKE) 8KE 8PE_ Qr, (29) Z •Or C•qr • C•qr 
where KE and PE are the total kinetic and potential energies 
for both face sheets and the core. Here, qr are the generalized 
displacements and include a•,/3•, and • for symmetric panel 
motions, and a• and/3• for antisymmetric panel motions. 
Also, Or are the time derivatives of the generalized 
displacements. 

In Eq. (29), Qr are the generalized forces due to the 
acoustic pressures acting on the outer faces of the panel. For 
symmetric motion, a pressure P• sin (kx) acts on the top and 
bottom surfaces of the panel. The corresponding virtual dis- 
placement is 6a• sin (kx). The virtual work is evaluated over 
an area on both the top and bottom panel surfaces defined by 
one wavelength, A in the x direction and per unit distance in 
the y direction, consistent with the surface dimensions used 
in the volume integral to obtain the kinetic and potential 
energies. Evaluating the generalized force terms from the 
virtual work yields the expression P•A for symmetric motion 
and an identical expression for antisymmetric motion with 
P• replacing P•. 

Lagrange's equations for symmetric motions with har- 
monic e- •o•, time dependence yield the following symmetric 
matrix equations: 

0 

where ß 

=< 

2E33 E55 k 2L E fs 4 3 q- q- ilk t 
L 6 -•-'-' 

mw 2 1 + 
6 

-- E13k-- 

mco: kt 

E rs k:t 1! q-• 

pro2L 
2 

Ers k3t 2 11 

2 

E•k2L 

go) 2 

For antisymmetric panel motions, the system equations become: 

2E13 k 2Ess k 

E• • k 2L po2L 

[ E• • k 2L Ess • po2L ] 4 4L 4 

ß 

(30) 
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/% = o ' 
where 

r E55 k 2L 
2 

pco2L 
2 

ErS k 4t 3 E • k 3t 2 

3 2 

mco2(l+k2t 2) mto2kt + 
3 2 

E •s k 2t Ell k 2L 2Es• 

P O2L mw2 
6 

(31) 

The dependence of panel dynamics on the direction of 
propagation in the plane of the panel relative to the principal 
axes of the orthotropic core material is straightforwardly 
described by transforming the principal axis stiffnesses to an 
axis system rotated in the plane of the panel by the azimuthal 
angle •. Here, • = 0 corresponds to the x principal axis di- 
rection, see Fig. 6. 

The displacement fields in Eqs. (22) and (23) are ap- 
plied in the rotated axis system in identical form. The expres- 
sions for the kinetic and potential energies are also identical 
in form, as are the final matrix equations. The core stiff- 
nesses Ell, El3, E33, and Es need only be replaced by trans- 
formed values. 

The stiffnesses in the rotated axis system are obtained in 
terms of the direction cosines for the rotation through angle 
• as follows: 15 Ell = l 4Ell q- 2l 2m2E12 q- m4E22, (32) 

El3:/2E13 q- m2E23, 

E33: E33 , 

E55 • m2E44 q- l 2E5•, 

I 
where the direction cosines are given by l = cos • and 
rn = sin •. 

Finally, the panel dynamics are described in terms of 
symmetric and antisymmetric impedances that are obtained 
by inverting the system matrix equations as follows' 

Zs = -- Ps/- iWas, Za = -- Pa/- icoa•. (33) 

The transmission coefficient and TL are then evaluated from 

Eqs. (4) and (6). 

D. TL results: Orthotropic core 

A test panel was fabricated with !-in. plywood face 
sheets and a 3-in.-thick resin-impregnated paper honeycomb 
core. The cells of the honeycomb were aligned perpendicular 
to the plane of the panel. The orthotropic behavior of the 
honeycomb involves nine independent material stiffnesses. 
Estimates of material stiffnesses were obtained from reso- 

nance frequency measurements on a test sample consisting 
of a thin layer of honeycomb sandwiched between rigid met- 
al disks. Such tests gave values for the main diagonal axial 
stiffness Ell, E22, and E33, as well as the shear stiffnesses 
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FIG. 6. Wave speeds for symmetric and 
antisymmetric motions in a sandwich pan- 
el with 3-in. honeycomb core (No. 1 ) and 
!-in. plywood face sheets: X--measured 
values from beam experiment (½ = 0 ø ori- 
entation of honeycomb) assuming bend- 
ing deformation; O•measured values as- 
suming core shear deformation 
dominates. 
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E44 , E55 , and E66. The off-diagonal stiffnesses El3, E23 , and 
El2 were arbitrarily assumed to be equal to 0.1 times the 
softer of the axial stiffnesses. Transmission loss predictions 
were not found to be highly sensitive to the values of the off- 
diagonal stiffnesses. Parameter values for the honeycomb 
materials tested are given in Table I. 

Wave-speed measurements on an 8-ft-long by 4-in.-wide 
beam section of the panel yielded results consistent with the 
parameter values in Table I. Predicted and measured wave 
speeds are shown in Fig. 6. The measurements were made 
with honeycomb material No. 1 in the • = 0 ø orientation. 

The wave speed for the orthotropic core is dependent on 
the direction of propagation of the incident acoustic wave 
relative to the principal axes within the honeycomb. For 
antisymmetric motions of the panel, the same low-, mid-, 
and high-frequency regions occur, as were observed for the 
styrofoam core panel. Owing to the large shear stiffnesses, 
E44 and E55, of the honeycomb with the cells oriented per- 
pendicular to the panel, the transition to the high-frequency 
region occurs above the audio frequency range. The differ- 
ences in the mid-frequency region as a function of & are due 
to the difference in the shear stiffnesses E44 and E55. 

Freely propagating symmetric panel motions do not oc- 
cur until the region near the double wall resonance. The 
large value for the stiffness E33, coupled with the light 
weight of the plywood face sheets, places the double wall 
resonance at high frequency, as seen in Fig. 6. 

Coincidence effects for the honeycomb panel would be 
expected at low frequencies near 150-200 Hz associated 
with antisymmetric motion of the panel, and again at high 
frequencies, near 8 kHz, associated with the symmetric dou- 
ble wall resonance. 

Predicted and measured TL results are shown in Fig. 7. 
The predictions were generated for two different values of 
damping loss factor for the core. The dip in TL due to coinci- 
dence is predicted for the region near 200 Hz, consistent with 
the wave-speed plot. Above the onset of coincidence, the TL 
rises at a rate that is influenced by damping. Increased 
damping levels increase the TL of the panel. 

The measured TL results agree well with the predic- 
tions. At low frequencies, the discrepancies may be attribut- 
able to finite panel size effects. The honeycomb panel is in- 
her'ently stiffer than the styrofoam panel so that finite panel 
effects would be expected to extend to somewhat higher fre- 
quency, as observed. 

The minor reduction in TL near 6.3 kHz may, in some- 
what uncertain terms, be the result of the double wall reso- 
nance, though the prediction hints at the effect at somewhat 
higher frequency. 

E. Conclusions on panel TL behavior 

Panel TL behavior is conveniently explained in terms of 
coincidence effects associated with motions in the panel that 
are either symmetric or antisymmetric in character. The de- 
composition into symmetric and antisymmetric motions is 
exact for symmetric panel constructions with identical face 
sheets and a homogeneous core material. 

When the wave speed for either motion in the panel ex- 
ceeds the sound speed, then a matching condition occurs 
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FIG. 7. TL results for the-•-in. plywood/3-in. honeycomb (No. 1 ) sandwich 
panel. 

between that motion in the panel and the incident acoustic 
wave that results in increased transmission through the pan- 
el. For symmetric panel motions, this occurs due to a double 
wall resonance, and at higher frequencies where the motion 
is controlled by bending deformation in the face sheets. For 
antisymmetric panel motions, three regions exist with bend- 
ing deformation of the entire panel cross section: the control- 
ling factor at low frequencies; the core shear stiffness con- 
trols in the mid-frequency transition region; and bending 
deformation in the face sheets is the limiting behavior at high 
frequencies. The wave speed for antisymmetric motions in- 
creases monotonically with frequency through the three re- 
gions. Where coincidence first occurs is importantly depen- 
dent on the shear stiffness in the core. If the stiffness is too 

large, coincidence can easily be shifted to occur below the 
mid-frequency region at lower frequencies with the TL ad- 
versely decreased over the useful frequency range. 

This behavior has been demonstrated analytically and 
experimentally for panels with isotropic and orthotropic 
core materials. The next section discusses an approach for 
maintaining the TL performance of a panel in a design that 
also provides acceptable mechanical load bearing capacity. 

II. IMPROVED TL PANEL DESIGN 

The panel configurations discussed in the previous sec- 
tions have serious deficiencies in TL in the principal speech 
bands from 500 Hz-2 kHz. The deficiencies were associated 

with different motions in the panel. For one design, the dou- 
ble wall resonance frequency and, coincidently, excited sym- 
metric panel motions resulted in reduced TL, while for the 
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other, the honhycomb panel, coincidence of antisymmetric 
panel motions due to the large shear stiffness of the honey- 
comb core degraded performance. 

Existing approaches to the design of high TL panels in- 
clude the "shear wall" and the "coincidence wall." For the 

shear wall design, the double wall resonance is kept at high 
frequencies above the band of interest by employing a core 
with a large stiffness through the thickness of the panel. The 
shear stiffness is carefully controlled so that the wave speed 
in the mid-frequency region does not exceed the sound 
speed. Coincidence occurs at higher frequencies due to face 
sheet bending. Coincidence associated with both symmetric 
and antisymmetric panel motions is delayed to higher fre- 
quencies. In the principal speech bands, neither motion is 
coincidently excited and near mass law TL levels are 
achieved. 

For the coincidence wall the double wall resonance is 

again kept at high frequencies. The approach differs from 
the shear wall in that panel damping is utilized to increase 
the TL in regions where antisymmetric panel motions are 
coincidently excited. In fact, there is benefit in having the 
core shear stiffness as large as possible, provided that signifi- 
cant damping levels can also be achieved within the core. 
Additional viscoelastic material layers are included within 
the core to provide damping. The difficulty is in achieving 
the required stiffness and damping levels. Transmission loss 
levels that are greater than mass law values are obtainable 
for an appropriately designed panel. 

A. Mode canceling high TL panel design 

An alternative design approach 9 is suggested here for 
which the double wall resonance frequency is moved to low- 
er frequencies below the frequency band of interest. The core 
shear stiffness, as in the shear wall design, is limited so coin- 
cidence for antisymmetric panel motion is delayed and oc- 
curs above the band of interest. Coincidence at higher fre- 
quencies is the result of face sheet bending for both 
symmetric and antisymmetric panel motions. 

In the band of interest, neither motion is coincidently 
excited and the TL is not degraded. The TL can exceed mass 
law values as a result of a cancellation of symmetric and 
antisymmetric motions of the face sheet on the opposite side 
from the incident sound field. The responses of both the sym- 
metric and antisymmetric panel modes are mass controlled 
for all angles of incidence. On the incident face sheet, sym- 
metric and antisymmetric motions are of similar phase rela- 
tive to the acoustic excitation, depending on relative damp- 
ing levels. On the transmitting face sheet, the motions to be 
superimposed are nearly out of phase and will cancel each 
other thereby reducing the actual motion and transmitted 
acoustic levels. 

The acoustic behavior is comparable to conventional 
double wall designs where, above the double wall resonance, 
significant increases in TL at the rate of up to 18 dB/octave 
are predicted with more usual 12 dB/octave increases ob- 
served experimentally. 

The double wall design with an air layer between the 
face sheets requires added structural elements, i.e., studs, for 
support. Transmission loss performance can suffer as a re- 

suit of transmission through the studding, and if acoustic 
resonances in the air layer are not properly damped with 
fiberglass or other sound absorbing materials. 

The proposed design maintains mechanical load bearing 
capacity primarily as a result of the shear stiffness of the 
core. While limited to avoid coincidence in the mid-frequen- 
cy region, the shear stiffness is sufficiently large to provide 
mechanical support for the panel. 

A physical embodiment of the proposed design is shown 
in Fig. 8. The honeycomb material has been oriented such 
that the cells lie in the plane of the panel. The stiffness in the 
thickness direction is substantially less than in the original 
orientation, which results in a lowering of the double wall 
resonance frequency. The shear stiffness is maintained for 
panel motions propagating in the y direction, as shown. The 
shear stiffness for propagation in the x direction, across the 
cells, is quite small. 

A less stiff honeycomb configuration (No. 2) with larg- 
er cells and reduced resin content was required in fabricating 
a test panel to conform to the proposed design approach. The 
original material (No. 1 ) was too stiff; the double wall reso- 
nance with l-in. face sheets occurred near 800 Hz and the 
large shear stiffness for the in-plane y direction resulted in 
antisymmetric motions becoming coincident at low frequen- 
cy near 250 Hz. The material finally chosen had 1-in. cells in 
comparison with the original -s4-in. size, and the resin content 
was reduced from 18% to 11%. To additionally lower the 
double wall resonance frequency, heavier •-in.-thick 
plywood face sheets were used in fabricating the 4- by 8-ft 
test panel. Heavier face sheets also lower the wave speed for 
antisymmetric motions in the mid-frequency region. 

Transmission loss results are shown in Fig. 9. The mea- 
sured TL values were large in comparison with the flanking 
TL values for the TL facility. The actual measured TL levels 
are shown, along with estimates of levels, if flanking trans- 
mission were removed. The band between the two results 

represents an uncertainty in the measured panel 
performance. 

Greater than mass law TL was measured over nearly a 
decade in frequency from 250 Hz to 2.5 kHz. The discrepan- 
cy previously noted between measured and predicted results 
in the region of face sheet coincidence at higher frequencies 
occurs again in pronounced fashion. 

A summary of the acoustic TL performance of the dif- 
ferent panel configurations is shown in Table II. Single-num- 

TOP FACE SHEET 

FACE SHEET 

FIG. 8. Mode canceling panel with a honeycomb core. 
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FIG. 9. TL results for the mode canceling panel: ..... 
with correction for flanking transmission; 
correction. 

measured TL results 
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ber sound transmission class (STC) ratings for each panel 
were developed from the measured TL results. The proposed 
panel design resulted in an 11.5- to 17.5-dB improvement in 
STC rating. The greater weight of the new panel design con- 
tributes only 3.5 dB to the improvement. 

B. Mechanical performance 

A concern arises for the panel in that the design ap- 
proach involves softening the core material. To assess the 

mechanical load bearing capacity of the panel, static deflec- 
tions were calculated for a uniform load on one surface of a 

4- by 8-ft panel section with assumed simple supports for 
both face sheets on all edges. The assumed boundary condi- 
tions for in-plane motion correspond to free edges. The dis- 
placement field for the face sheets and core match that of 
Eqs. (22) and (23) in both of the in-plane directions. 

The expressions for symmetric panel displacements are: 

u, =/5't cos(kxx)sin(kyy) -- z -- , 
•x 

v• = Yt sin(kxx)cos(kyy) - z- , 

w, = at sin(kxx)sin(kyy), 

(34) 

for the top face sheet; 

u2 = [fit + •'x cos(•rz/L) ]cos(kxx)sin(kyy), 
v2 = [ y• + •y cos(•rz/L ) ] sin (k,•x)cos (kyy), 
w2 = ( 2a•/L )z sin( k•x)sin( kyy), 

for the core; 

u3 = • cos(k•x)sin(kyy) - z + •x ' 

U3 • •s sin(k•x)cos(kyy) - z + •Y , 
w3 = - a• sin(k•x)sin(kyy), 

for the bottom face sheet. 

For antisymmetric panel displacements: 

u, = flo cos(k•x)sin(kyy) -- z-- , 
•x 

v, -- y, sin(k•x)cos(kyy) -- z-- , 

w, = a• sin(k•x)sin(kyy), 
for the top face sheet; 

(35) 

TABLE II. Summary of transmission loss results. 

Panel configuration Panel rn 
Mass law TL 

at 100 Hz STC 

1 1 «-in. foam core 8.6 kg/m 2 
•-in. plywood 

2 3-in. foam core 8.7 kg/m 2 
•-in. plywood 

3 3-in. honeycomb No. 1 10.5 kg/m 2 
•-in. plywood 

Mode canceling panel design 

11.5 dB 19 

11.5 dB 20 

13.0 dB 22.5 

4 3 •6-in. honeycomb No. 2 
•-in. plywood 
(corrected for flanking) 

5 3 •6-in. honeycomb No. 2 
•-in. plywood 
(uncorrected) 

13.0 kg/m 2 15.0 dB 41 

13.0 kg/m 2 15.0 35 
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u2 = ( 2/3,/L )z cos( k,,x)sin( kyy), 

v2 = (2y,/L)z sin(k,,x)cos(kyy), 
w2 = a, sin(k,,x)sin(kyy), 

for the core; 

u3 -- --/3. cos(k•,x)sin(kyy) - z + ' •3x ' 

v3 = -- y. sin(k•x)cos(kyy) -- z + •Y , 
w3 = ( 2a./L )z sin( k•x)sin( kyy), 

for the bottom face sheet. The wavenumbers k• and ky are 
restricted to integer multiples corresponding to the mode 
shapes of a finite simply supported panel as follows: 

k• = n•/h•, ky = m•/hy. (36) 
The uniform load on the top face sheet is expanded in 

terms of the mode shapes for transverse displacement of the 
face sheets as follows: 

f(x,y) = • Fro, sin( nrrx •sin(mrry• . (37) h,,/ \by/ 
Lagrange's equation is used to obtain the displacements 

in response to the uniform static load. Potential energies for 
symmetric and antisymmetric loadings are evaluated from 
the above displacement fields in the face sheets and core. The 
uniform loading on the top face, with amplitudef•, is equiva- 
lent to symmetric and antisymmetric load amplitudes of 
f•/2, according to Eqs. (1). The virtual work and general- 
ized force is obtained by multiplying the load distributions 
by virtual transverse displacements for the top and bottom 
face sheets with the same distribution in x and 3', and inte- 
grating over the full surface area of the panel. The potential 
energy is integrated over the full volume. 

The orthogonality of the assumed displacement fields, 
along with Lagrange's equation, results in a set of uncoupled 
equations for the modal amplitudes of the displacements in 
terms of the amplitude of the uniform load. The matrix equa- 
tions are solved for the transverse displacement amplitudes 
and the total displacements evaluated from the summations 
as follows: 

TABLE lll. Calculated panel deflections under uniform static load. Mode 
canceling panel design: 4- by 8-ft panel, 40-1bœ/ft 2 load on the top face. 

Orientation of the core a 
Deflection b at the center of the: 

top face sheet bottom face sheet 

4 = 0* 0.2 in. 0.197 in. 
4 = 45* 0.05 in. 0.048 in. 
4-- 90* 0.037 in. 0.035 in. 

For 4--0', the smaller shear stiffness is aligned with the smaller panel 
dimension, the cells point in the long dimension. 
Symmetric and antisymmetric deflection components are obtained by, re- 
spectively, subtracting and adding the top and bottom deflections, and di- 
viding by 2, as indicated in Eq. (2). 

tion is with the larger of the shear stiffnesses aligned in the 
shorter panel direction. The dependence on orientation, in 
relation to the core shear stiffness, also implies that trans- 
verse shear deformation is of importance for the relatively 
long wavelength loading in this case. 

The dependence on orientation could be avoided by fa- 
bricating the core from a quilt-like arrangement of blocks of 
honeycomb with the cells alternately pointing at fight angles 
to each other. The effective core shear stiffness would be an 

average of the values for the honeycomb in the two in-plane 
directions. 

The symmetric deflections are small by comparison 
with the antisymmetric terms. Symmetric deflection of the 
panel is very weakly dependent on the dimensions of the 
panel; it is primarily determined by the axial stiffness of the 
core material. Antisymmetric deflections are the result of 
bending deformation of the panel and depend very impor- 
tantly on its dimensions. 
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(38) 

The total displacement of the top and bottom face sheets is 
obtained by superimposing symmetric and antisymmetric 
terms as follows: 

w• = (ws + w,)/2, w2 = (w, -- ws)/2. (39) 

The expansions in Eqs. (38) are suitably truncated in 
evaluating the maximum displacement at the middle of the 
panel. With a 40 lb/sq fi load on the 4- by 8-ft panel, the 
calculated deflections are shown in Table III. Unfortunate- 

ly, actual measurements of panel deflections were not car- 
ried out. 

The orientation of the cells is of importance because the 
panel is rectangular, and not square. The stiffest configura- 
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